VOLUNTEER'S REPORT
10th & 24th July, 2017
Volunteers:10th Ken Bellman, Gordy Bray and Jan Domanski.
24th Pete Tanner, Peter Legge, Bob Gray, Ian Goodall and Ken Bellman.
Apologies:- Phil Cleaton, Brad McNeilly, Phil Bevington, Byron Myer, Dave Butler, Brian
Thorn, Bob Preston and Stephen Humphreys.
A short report:
A couple of special requests received from the club over the past few weeks to help with a few
odd jobs.
10th: Just three vols mustered to help with the clean-out of some old idle stock etc from the
greens sheds in conjunction with greens staff moving to the new office space – a very
comfortable pad with hot and cold running water AND A LOO!!
No expense spared for these lads and I am informed they are all toilet trained.
I understand that there will be some demolition work planned for the old offices which will
provide extra workshop space for the new mechanic in due course. Pete Southby will take
care of the power isolation before the demi-vols move in.
24th: Peter Southby arranged for the delivery of a skip bin for the disposal of the old pokie
cabinets. The team arrived about 9:30am and took the initiative to flatten the cabinets to make
sure the contents would fit. And just as well!
The skip bin arrived at 11 sharp and it was a bigun’. Biggest on the market, one vol said.
Just a couple of pics taken which probably do not show the scale of operation, but I can
assure the reader that the cabinets were heavy and solid. Probably assembled by some ‘old
school tradies’, Bob said.
And I guess credit must go to Pete Southby for doing the cubic (or was it cubit – he goes back
a way) measurements – we filled it exactly to the brim!!
A couple of ‘off course’ jobs that crop up now and then, which the vols were more than happy
to help with.
Ian Goodall mentioned that the Club was very appreciative as these activities can be
expensive and we have certainly contributed to the wellbeing of Club finances. Yes – he is the
treasurer!
It was also nice to receive a word of thanks from GM Owen Madden (who is looking well) at
morning tea – with an extra treat from the kitchen on this occasion and well appreciated.
At the end of the activity, I noticed that the pockets of Bob Gray and Ken Bellman seemed to
be sagging. Apparently, the old cabinets managed to collect the odd fallen dollar coin or
twenty.
All in all, not a bad day’s work. In the interests of Club finances and with the treasurer ‘on
board’, the collection was re-invested directly into Club coffers via Keno.
Pics for the record:

Studley Corella Run: (Continued)
Peter Legge has remained the head bird-man over the past month or so with Pete Tanner
assisting at opportunity. It looks like the pesky corellas’ are going to be around long term with
numbers back on the increase.
There is no easy fix for this issue and ongoing marshalling of birds in late arvo seems to be the
go – say an hour until dusk is the most common active time.
Club members: If you have any spare time for about an hour any afternoon, please contact
Pete Tanner on 0417 264 724 who can run you through the drill.
Soiling:
Following a late finish on the skip bin, Ken Bellman, having concern for his fellow golfers
(another selfless offering from Ken?) and Pete Tanner attended to smoothing out the rough
surface of a hazard at LHS of the 15th – about a good drive for ‘B” graders.
In fact, Stephen Humphreys’ ball came up just short of the hazard whilst the improvements
were underway. Did I hear Stephen tell Ken that when he saw the activity, he dropped back to
a long iron off the tee, just in case.
Just another ‘modest’ golfer!!
Pic:

Volunteer’s Trophy:“Studley Park – Order of the Shovel – Vos
Estis Sal Terrae”
10/7: Jan Domanski
24/7: Bob Gray
Lots of good stuff applies to both Jan and Bob,
suffice to say, both very much apply themselves
fully to morning tea fare and they do take a nice
pic with a trophy – evidence attached.
Next Vol Day:- tba

Cheers,
Peter T. VCO, OOTS.
Pictured: Jan Domanski

Pictured: Bob Gray

